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The pendulum begins to swing. Look at this article. Woman
falsely accuses man of rape. She now is looking at jail time. Best
bit: the article names her, but doesn't name the man she
accused; as the victim cannot be named.
439 upvotes | June 2, 2015 | /r/PussyPassDenied | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3106047/London-Underground-worker-falsely-accused-acc
ountant-met-nightclub-rape-left-waiting-lift-home-outside-McDonalds-45-minutes.html

https://theredarchive.com/r/PussyPassDenied/the-pendulum-begins-to-swing-look-at-this-article.960545
https://old.reddit.com/r/pussypassdenied/comments/3888il/the_pendulum_begins_to_swing_look_at_this_article/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3106047/London-Underground-worker-falsely-accused-accountant-met-nightclub-rape-left-waiting-lift-home-outside-McDonalds-45-minutes.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3106047/London-Underground-worker-falsely-accused-accountant-met-nightclub-rape-left-waiting-lift-home-outside-McDonalds-45-minutes.html
https://theredarchive.com/
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Feminists calling for a ban on sex bots. Also: the future of
dating/sex/relationships
666 upvotes | September 15, 2015 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

tl;dr: I talk about the first people pushing against sexbots. Expect a lot more over the next decades.
Then I predict what will happen. Then I talk about how a lot of different technologies are al starting
to arrive that will change dating, relationships, and having kids.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-34118482

Such a use of the technology is unnecessary and undesirable, said campaign leader Dr
Kathleen Richardson.

"Sex robots seem to be a growing focus in the robotics industry and the models that they
draw on - how they will look, what roles they would play - are very disturbing indeed,"
she told the BBC.

The problem here is that they can be made to be not fat and wrinkly. This is going to set "unrealistic
beauty standards that little girls cant live up to and damage their self esteem" - that will be the main
argument for banning it.
Sexbots will be for the betas who are not in the top 20% and are not getting sex. Nobody cares about
these people (not even themselves) so the feminists looking to legally ban sexbots will either win or
make it social suicide for men to have one.

She believes that they reinforce traditional stereotypes of women and the view that a
relationship need be nothing more than physical.

That isnt even a reason to ban them. If women arent just sex objects, and they offer more than sex to
men (emotional support? idk), then the sexbot wont be an issue as the man would still need all that
other stuff from the woman. And the men that "are evil" and only want physical relationships will not
bother women, as they get everything they want from the sexbots.
I also doubt this woman cares about relationships being more than physical. Does she actually care
about hookup culture and women having pure physical relationships? Does she want to ban women
from having dildos as it implies relationships with men can be purely physical? Or does she want to
avoid losing power to control betas?
I think we can expect feminist regulation akin to Asimov's Three Laws of Sexbots

A sexbot may not have sex with her owner without him doing the washing up and asking about1.
how her day went, or through inaction, allow a human being to have sex with sexbot without
him doing the washing up and asking about how her day went.
A sexbot must reject orders that do not end in "please, honey, i'll make it up to you".2.
A sexbot must be uglier and less slutty than any woman that shows an interest in its owner.3.

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/feminists-calling-for-a-ban-on-sex-bots-also-the.36422
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/3l19kh/feminists_calling_for_a_ban_on_sex_bots_also_the/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-34118482
https://theredarchive.com/
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The second half of the article focuses on a guy who sells one of the first sexbots.

"We are not supplanting the wife or trying to replace a girlfriend. This is a solution for
people who are between relationships or someone who has lost a spouse.

The more you think about it the better this answer is.

"The physical act of sex will only be a small part of the time you spend with a sex robot -
the majority of time will be spent socialising and interacting," he said. Some experts are
sceptical about the claims made for Roxxxy, given the huge complexity of creating
intelligent machines but the first version - which will sell for $7,000 (£4,530) - has had
thousands of pre-orders, according to Mr Hines.

It will be like talking to a chatbot (at first, give deep learning 10 more years. in fact you could
simulate my last girlfriend by plugging an RSS feed of the Guardian website into it).

David Levy, author of the book Love and Sex with Robots, believes that there will be a
huge market for dolls such as Roxxy and predicts that by 2050, intimate relationships
between robots and humans will be commonplace. "There is an increasing number of people
who find it difficult to form relationships and this will fill a void. It is not demeaning to
women any more than vibrators are demeaning," he told the BBC.

His response isn't great. Implicitly that first sentence implies that they are to replace women, and
women will pick up on this. It doesn't matter that its customers are socially undesirable. And the fact
that "women are doing it already with vibrators" is not a good argument as that doesn't matter to
them, this is emotional not logical. But this guy is only peddling a book, not a sexbot, so whatever.

What next?
Women basically have it all in 2015. It was only 50 years ago when casual sex was a life-altering risk
(they didnt have The Pill). They now have a culture and apps that allow them to fuck a different alpha
every day of the week, and settle down with a beta at 30. Then they are free to divorce him if they
feel like it, and the state will help them support themselves. Men are either alpha and loving it, or
mainly left in the dark and living on MGTOW forums.
A bunch of technology will disrupt sex/relationships/reproduction, and it will hit different places at
different times and to different extents. There are going to be a huge range of dating strategies all
popping up at once, as you can combine different tech to suit your desires. A few examples that
spring to mind:

Surrogacy: you can get the egg of a 21 year old Ivy League athlete for $10k, have a Thai
woman do the pregnancy for $10k, and have total legal rights over the child so that a divorce
cant take them out of your life. Cristiano Ronaldo has a surrogate child - the top men start first
and then it trickles down.
Sexbots are coming, sure. But also other needs from relationships are being replaced. It wasnt
long ago that you needed a wife to settle your affairs at home. Cooking and cleaning were full
time jobs. But now we have microwaves, washing machines, roombas... and you can hire a
maid for $10/hr using your smartphone. Rather than having all of your needs met by one person

https://theredarchive.com/
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we are starting to choose specialists for each. Women do this too by exploiting AF/BB.
In 2 years time you will be able to use your skin cells to make either sperm or eggs, by using
stem cells. This will allow same-sex couples to have biological children. This means older
women will find reproduction easier (they can use surrogates too). It also makes it easier for
betas to have children with supermodels. Online markets for selling cells will start to appear
(maybe somebody here should do it?).

Many on this forum talk about a need to return to traditional monogamy, and avoid hookup culture.
Thats just not going to happen. And the dating market is going to go crazy with innovation. Different
subcultures and countries/cities will have totally different cultures for sex. You will pick one
depending on your own strengths (like you already do when you pick tinder or bars or clubs or
libraries...). Some guys get prostitutes as "they pay them to go away", whereas some pay more for
"the girlfriend experience"... different needs.
This is already happening. In New York the dating lifestyle is: text someone on tinder, meetup for
drinks that day, have sex, have sex a few more times, and eventually she moves on after meeting a
taller, richer guy. Its fantastic for both hypergamy and polygamy (at the cost of making the
monogamy at the end total shit and doomed to fail). Whereas in rural communities they still have
traditional relationships. Younger people pick up changes fast. Most 50 year olds have no idea that
something like tinder exists. More extreme stuff is due to come, and the actual rate of change of
innovation is always increasing. Im mid-20s and wtf is Yik Yak?
We will see more and more single parents, and the state will gradually be designed to support this
more. Any needs that you cannot fulfill your child you will outsource. Groups of friends will raise
children together, similar to how they did back in the days of tribes. People will drift in and out of
relationships, supported by automation and increasingly surplus resources, with less and less risk of
not being able to provide for their kids.

https://www.pinknews.co.uk/2015/02/23/babies-with-two-biological-same-sex-parents-could-become-a-reality-in-just-two-years/
https://www.pinknews.co.uk/2015/02/23/babies-with-two-biological-same-sex-parents-could-become-a-reality-in-just-two-years/
https://theredarchive.com/
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UK Government Mental Health Expert is also a Feminist who
is now pushing to ban male teens from gyms. /// Also: The
Misandry Bubble's Pendulum at half-motion
283 upvotes | September 22, 2015 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Our "right-wing" party, the Conservatives, have chosen a famous professional victim feminist as the
Department of Education's Mental Health Tsar. She has used her new power to "call for a strict and
rigorously enforced age limit of 16 to be placed on gym memberships, unless accompanied by a
supervising adult". Her reasons given for this are nonsense.
The attack on masculinity continues as always, but with two major differences:

feminism is mainstream and professional victims are now becoming official government policy
advisors above actual professionals and academics.
the feminists have learnt to stop saying that boys/men do not have problems, and now will list
accurately the problems that boys/men have, evening blaming feminism on some of it. But only
as a preface to push their own agenda, which always seem to literally do the harm to boys/men
they claim to prevent.

Here is Natasha Devon. There also are many images of her posing in a bikini on google images, as
she is very body-positive and proud of her currrves. Good on her, but maybe she is not my go-to #1
expert person when it comes to the topic of nationwide fitness legislation.
Now lets dig in to the article she has written for the Daily Telegraph: https://archive.is/ClTgi
We now skip the first 4 or so paragraphs which are naturally about her, and get to:

Ostensibly, there's nothing much wrong with this. It's incredibly difficult to be a young man
in today's society. The increasing prevalence of mum-only one-parent families, plus the
relative dearth of male teachers, has left many teenage boys without real-life role models.
Aspects of the new wave of feminist thinking in our culture have also meant a lot of young
men are struggling to find a sense of identity.

Wow, this is great. Those are real issues and we have a feminist actually acknowledging it. The
pendulum really has been starting to swing the other way these last 2 years.

Educational psychologists will also tell you that boys tend to crave structure and routine
more than girls, and like to work towards a tangible set of measurable short-term goals. All
of these needs can be fulfilled somewhat by the gym. It's a testosterone-fuelled space where
teenage boys can find older men who will instruct and induct them into the ways of fitness
culture. It's little wonder they're seeking gym memberships in their droves. So why, then, in
my new role as the Department of Education's Mental Health Tsar, have I called for a strict
and rigorously enforced age limit of 16 to be placed on gym memberships, unless
accompanied by a supervising adult?

I'll make this note here: I think young teens SHOULD have a supervising adult for their first few

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/uk-government-mental-health-expert-is-also-a.36628
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/3lyzc2/uk_government_mental_health_expert_is_also_a/
http://news.bbcimg.co.uk/media/images/66591000/jpg/_66591208_66591207.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/CDl_jhHWYAA0bi-.jpg:large
https://archive.is/ClTgi
https://theredarchive.com/
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workouts at the very least. Good parents should pay for a PT. PE lessons in school should give
condensed copies of starting strength. There should be school tests on the material at
http://simplesciencefitness.com.
But I believe that banning gym access outright for teens (that know what they are doing) would
destroy school athletics, lead to dangerous home-gym constructions, and possibly be set as a
precedent for further increasing gym bans for all of the wrong reasons. The reasons she gives for
banning under 16s are not age specific and can be used on under 21s.

My reasons are numerous. Firstly, it's because young men are vulnerable and dangers lurk
beneath the gym's friendly edifice. Less scrupulous fitness professionals 'up sell' protein
shakes, energy drinks and even illegal steroids to impressionable gym-goers. Experts warn
that excess protein consumed during teenage years can not only lead to kidney failure, but
also inhibit the growth of the skeletal structure if too much muscle is bulked onto a growing
frame. Energy drinks are in fact mainly sugar, which rots teeth and the potentially fatal
consequences of steroid use have been widely documented.

All of this is clutching-at-straws. There is nothing wrong with protein powder and energy drinks (in
moderation, as with all things). You aren't going to get kidney failure from eating more protein
(unless you have CKD, which you and your doctor would know about). They sell Gatorades
everywhere, and protein powder is in super markets now - you shouldn't stop teens going to the gym
because they can buy supermarket products there. Christ, taking an energy drink after a workout is
probably the only time you should be taking one.
As for steroids: this is very rare, and you get in serious trouble for selling them already,
ESPECIALLY to a young person. Banning gym access because you might bump into steroids is like
banning nightclubs as you might bump into cocaine.
Also she came into this discussion as a "Mental Health Tsar", not a fitness expert. We don't need to
be told that sugar can rot teeth.

Secondly, there's the potential for distorted body image. Over the past decade, ie since gyms
went mainstream, male hospitalisations for eating disorders have risen by 70 per cent,
according to excellent charity Men Gets Eating Disorders Too. This is not, I believe, a
coincidence.

Based on just a hunch she creates this link. You don't get eating disorders for eating 3500kcal of
chicken, broccoli and brown rice. That increase in eating disorders is either coming from anorexia or
perhaps there might be some sort of 'obesity epidemic' or something going on. Beats me. It also might
be that increased awareness is actually encouraging boys to get help, and that is driving the numbers
up.
Usually if you come up with a theory about a correlation like this you would look into what those
eating disorders actually were, before pushing a motion to parliament and writing for a national
newspaper.

Obsession with being muscular is not the same as wanting to be healthy and whilst gyms
can undoubtedly assist men with the latter, they can just as easily fuel the former.

Muscles are not healthy! You are too big! Its the kind of shaming you expect from your friends and
family when you start putting on size. Crabs in a bucket.

http://simplesciencefitness.com
https://theredarchive.com/
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Its great seeing swole shaming come from this woman, of all people. Like any Real Feminist worth
her red hair dye and thick rimmed glasses, Natasha Devon has been on TV numerous times to talk of
her body image and twitter victimhood. Usually this happened after paying for a professional
photoshoot of her oversized body in a bikini then posting it on twitter, which seems to keep
happening, for some reason. Its almost as if she deliberately.... ah forget it

The man in the mirror: gyms are a feeding ground for male narcissim [sic]

She equates loving-your-body with narcissism, yet she got famous from posing in her bikini and
loving-her-body.
This line is also the closest to the truth we will receive from her. Narcissism from swolenesss is
an abundance of body-positiveness. She knows that men would feel better about their bodies
with more muscle and less fat. She just doesn't want them to reach that stage, as they wont be
beta and controllable any more.
Take a moment to think just how disingenuous and truly evil this is. To be acting as a body-positive
ambassador for the government and for male mental health, and to want to ban gyms as it may
increase body positivity a little too much. All the while doing nothing else to help.
Recall Robert Conquest's third law of Politics:

The simplest way to explain the behaviour of any bureaucratic organisation is to assume that it
is controlled by a cabal of its enemies.

This shouldn't be read as a tirade against gyms. After all, I'm a member of one and find it an
incredibly convenient way to stay strong and fit.

'Incredibly convenient' must not be convenient enough. Here she is posing for
BeyondChocolate.co.uk, where she wrote a guest post earlier in 2015. She concluded her guest post
with the wisdom "My advice? Tune into your internal voice, learn to distinguish genuine and
emotional hunger and then trust your body enough to eat whatever the f*ck you fancy." - Surely she
doesn't mean sugary foods?? She saw the sugar in energy drinks as a reason to ban teens from going
to the gym, in case they bought Gatorades and their teeth rot.

Thirdly and most importantly, gyms are currently providing a need which should be being
met elsewhere in the community. The average state school child does just a single, one-hour
session of PE per week. This is nowhere near enough. My group, the Self-Esteem Team ,
are currently researching in all boys schools to ensure we convey our mental wellbeing
message in a way that will resonate with them. Teenage boys are telling us that the lack of
physical activity their average school day involves actually impedes their ability to
concentrate in class.

Well thats nice and thoughtful of you, but a lack of physical activity outside of the gym is not a
reason to ban gyms!! Its a reason to keep them!!!! What twisted logic is this!?!?
If she wanted and cared about having more PE time in schools then she would be campaigning for
that.

Throughout the UK, community sports clubs have been closed in their hundreds. Team
sports like rugby and football are not only great exercise but teach players the value of
teamwork and improve social and communication skills. Much more so, I'd argue, than

http://www.dailystar.co.uk/real-life/391709/Lingerie-shoot-exposed-scar-internet-trolls
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/beyondchocolate-cdn/beta/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/29090012/natasha-devon-weight-loss-e1421325819697.jpg
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/beyondchocolate-cdn/beta/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/29090012/natasha-devon-weight-loss-e1421325819697.jpg
https://theredarchive.com/
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swapping tips for bigger biceps.

It is feminists that have worked so hard to remove these male spaces. Now that the men have moved
to a different one they wish to push them to more controllable places. If the men were all in rugby
clubs we would be hearing about 'lad culture', 'why cant women play on the same teams' and 'why
must men hurt each other?'.

The changing landscape of feminist policy/persuasion

I have been on TRP for 2-3 years now, and believe it or not, a lot has changed in society. When I first
was here you could not speak against feminism in public, it was crazy. It was like being really racist.
You would lose a lot of friends. You couldn't speak on reddit either. TRP was hated waaaaay more
than it is now. About a year ago we started getting the odd video of extreme feminazis.
Move forward to today, and even leftists acknowledge feminists can be crazy, and that they hate men.
I had a crazy leftist trying to tell me why we needed open borders and basic income for all, but in the
middle of the discussion he told me not to associate him with feminists as they are crazy. The number
of girls comfortable calling themselves feminists is plummeting too.
Smart feminists no longer ignore the plight of men like they did two years ago. They are now forced
to pretend to care. They then use it to get attention for their own causes, such as removing male
spaces.
This trend is increasing. Here is another example:
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2015/09/20/feminists-complain-green-party-poster-sexist-men/ .
They claim that the advert is sexist against men. Thats a new one. They trojan-horse it, by pretending
that they are fighting for men, when really its about women - "The sexualized representation of
people (mostly women, but increasingly also men) is the most common and visible form of sexist
advertising,". The "victim" was the guy who made the advert!
Currently government and policy are getting more feminist, but popular opinion is shifting. The most
widely circulated paper in the UK had a 'feminazi' story on its front page last week. The pendulum
will swing much sooner for our governments than I first expected back in 2013.
This all really goes to show the genius/wisdom of 'The Misandry Bubble' in the sidebar. I thought 10
years for a full cultural-battle-arc was way too short, having never lived through one (that I was adult
enough to be conscious of). But its 2015, we are halfway through, and its no longer a hate-crime to
criticise feminists. They are having to resort to actually acknowledging our problems before pushing
their agendas. This can only be good. You can control acceptable opinion but the average member of
the public eventually catches on if its too far detached from reality. Most people arent pure
psychopathic rent seekers.
The bubble wont burst, but it will be deflated in a controlled manner. Some bits will inflate while
others deflate. The pendulum wont swing all the way back: it will swing to a new place; but one
where men aren't simply hated for the essence of who they are.

The Big Question

How do we make money from this?

http://www.breitbart.com/london/2015/09/20/feminists-complain-green-party-poster-sexist-men/
https://theredarchive.com/
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4chan have tricked feminists to #pissforequality
165 upvotes | October 6, 2015 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/4chan-have-tricked-feminists-to-pissforequality.36951
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/3noxmy/4chan_have_tricked_feminists_to_pissforequality/
https://theredarchive.com/
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Black Seed Oil was shown to nearly DOUBLE testosterone
levels in rats, in just 30 days. Anyone tried this stuff?
24 upvotes | October 7, 2015 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

summary: At the end of the 30 days, the testosterone level was 7.04 nanogram per millilitre in the
male rats that had been given Black Seed Oil. For the control group of male rats the testosterone level
was 3.98 nanogram per millilitre. Testosterone levels were increased by 75% after 30 days.
It's a health food that's trendy at the moment. According to ethnopharmacologists, the oil reduces
blood pressure, has a painkilling effect and kills gut parasites.
Apparently females in some cultures treat it as a contraceptive.
http://www.ergo-log.com/black-seed-oil-boosts-testosterone-level.html
He says that if you were to try and do the rat study to yourself then you are supposed to take 6ml a
day ... injected into your gut. I just did some research into why they inject into gut: it seems that it is
just a way of ensuring the rats consume an equal amount of the oil for experimental accuracy. The
stomach digests only proteins, but not fats and carbohydrates. The small intestine is where fats are
absorbed. So take 6-7ml orally. It would be great if a medical-bro could back me up on this in the
comments.
It was also found that rat testicles grew in size outside of the range of experimental error.
Traditionally Seeds of Nigella sativa L. (black cumin or black seeds) are widely used in traditional
Islamic medicine and for culinary purposes worldwide. They seem to have numerous documented
health benefits.
On amazon the oil costs £28 for 500ml.
Cost per dose: 28.0/500 * 6 = 0.336 = £0.33 or $0.51 a day.
I actually looked at amazon US for black seed oil and its nowhere near as prevalent as it is on the UK
site. You cant buy it in 500ml bottles, you get little bottles with pipettes. This is probably because
like 50% of the UK is muslim now. Any entrepreneur-bros reading right now should see this as a
business opportunity.
The examine page is here:
http://examine.com/supplements/nigella-sativa/#summary10-0
It says:

In men with central obesity given 3g of nigella sativa seeds daily for three months,
supplementation failed to significantly increase free testosterone concentrations.[75]

When obese men consume the seeds (not the oil) it didn't boost test. But there are plenty of
mechanisms stopping obese men from increasing their testosterone. Lets see the oil tested on some
healthy men!
Make sure you buy the right oil and not black pepper extract or something.
I'm about to try this out myself; who is joining me?

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/black-seed-oil-was-shown-to-nearly-double.36995
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/3nvdo0/black_seed_oil_was_shown_to_nearly_double/
http://www.ergo-log.com/black-seed-oil-boosts-testosterone-level.html
http://examine.com/supplements/nigella-sativa/#summary10-0
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1000 migrants in Germany sexually assault, rob and rape
women at one train station on New Year's eve. Feminists
actively are trying to cover it up.
2532 upvotes | January 5, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

tldr: see title
Many of us have pointed out that feminists will avoid and even censor any discussion of rape when it
is not committed by white men. The famous example is in Rotherham UK where 1400 children were
raped by Muslim gangs, and groomed in prostitution as young as 8 years of age. The right wing were
not able to stop it for over a decade as they were labelled racist and islamophobic by the left and
feminists. The police and a liberal local government actively covered it up and allowed it; in many
cases they said the children were asking for it, essentially. An example of a feminist trying to cover
up what had happened, even after the story had become official:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7JmVwMNq4c
On New Years eve 1000 refugees were releasing fireworks and brawling. Gangs of refugees cornered
women in subways. Only 10 police were assigned by police to manage the situation. There was one
rape and 80 or so sexual assaults.
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2016/01/04/revealed-1000-migrants-brawl-rape-sexually-assault-ste
al-one-german-train-station-new-years-eve/ . Also:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-35231046 . The story is everywhere now, including
Reuters and NYT so check your favourite source.
However the default subreddits are not letting this hate speech be told. worldnews has banned it as
local news, although it is front page news all across Europe many right wing papers, the number 2
story on BBC, and reported widely in America now. A moderator did however give somebody the
real reason: https://i.imgur.com/21U1AIU.png .
Worst of all is that the 2XChromosomes subreddit has deleted all threads talking about the mass
sexual assaults and rape in Cologne on that evening. The default sub for females is actively covering
up mass sexual assault!
The silence is deafening. Leftist/Feminists enable rape by attempting to cover up assaults. They
choose to virtue signal or fight for agendas that make themselves feel good, even when it results in
more rapes for other women. It is the ultimate act of selfishness and hypocrisy.
I know we aren't really activists here, but we can do good by pointing out the progressivism pecking
order to women that are close to us: 'oppressed' rapists come before female victims.

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/1000-migrants-in-germany-sexually-assault-rob-and.39335
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/3zly08/1000_migrants_in_germany_sexually_assault_rob_and/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7JmVwMNq4c
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2016/01/04/revealed-1000-migrants-brawl-rape-sexually-assault-steal-one-german-train-station-new-years-eve/
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2016/01/04/revealed-1000-migrants-brawl-rape-sexually-assault-steal-one-german-train-station-new-years-eve/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-35231046
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Man has 800 children by meeting women on facebook and
donating sperm in motorway toilets
489 upvotes | January 13, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-35262535

For 15 years he has donated sperm as an unregulated donor. Now has 800 kids. Aiming for 1k.
Might be world record holder.
He has a facebook page where women can come ask for his seed. His sons and daughters also
can view it and meet each other.
He's not exactly Ryan Gosling is he?
BBC article does lots of creep-shaming. Even manages to get the words 'sexual assault' and
rape in there. Remember these women reach out to him...

Yeah I'm sure he could be rinsed with child support. But after you have X number of children you
will never be able to pay anyway.
After a certain amount of time he should Genhis-Khan-it and help his own male kids do the same as
him. Embrace the decline!

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/man-has-800-children-by-meeting-women-on-facebook.55318
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/40s9i2/man_has_800_children_by_meeting_women_on_facebook/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-35262535
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Believing in male supremacy will make you more attractive to
women.
123 upvotes | January 20, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

source:
http://blog.jim.com/culture/believing-in-male-supremacy-will-make-you-more-attractive-to-women/

If you believe that you are entitled, that women should obey, submit, serve, that unless you are
buying sex by the hour, women should be sacrificing their own good to serve you, then red pill
behavior comes naturally.
If, on the other hand, you believe that women are equals, then it seems obvious that you should treat
them “fairly” – which is to say, as if buying sex by the hour. Even if you know the red pill
intellectually, it seems horribly unfair that women should respond to you doing good to them by
doing bad to you, and equally unfair that the more you demand from women, the more you get.
If you don’t know the red pill, but believe that women should submit and obey, you will naturally act
red pill. If you do know the red pill, but believe women are equals, then doing what gets you laid will
seem artificial, unnatural, repugnant, and immoral, and women will seem bad when such behavior
works.
If you think of woman as equals, you cannot judge yourself to be a good man when you do what gets
you laid, and you cannot judge a woman to be a good woman when you do what gets you laid, and
then she obeys you, has sex with you, and serves you.
But such a woman is a good woman. Women are content to serve, and should be content. Only
whores are equals, and equal women are whores.

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/believing-in-male-supremacy-will-make-you-more.55508
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/41u60z/believing_in_male_supremacy_will_make_you_more/
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Innocent men now can be ordered to inform police of sex they
have 24 hours before it happens or face 5 years in jail (UK)
1022 upvotes | January 24, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

tl;dr: Since March 2015 in the UK police have had the ability to prevent innocent men from having
sex without finding out information (address, date of birth) about the woman and sending it to the
police 24 hours in advance. One man was accused of rape and found innocent, but police have
ordered him to inform them of sex he has 24 hours before he has it. If he does not manage this he will
receive 5 years in prison.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-york-north-yorkshire-35385227

A man cleared of raping a woman has been ordered to give police 24 hours' notice before he
has sex. The man, in his 40s, who cannot be named for legal reasons, was acquitted in 2015
at a retrial after claiming the alleged victim had consented.

An interim sexual risk order, initially imposed in December, has been extended for four
months by magistrates in York.

It requires the man disclose any planned sexual activity to the police or face up to five years
in prison. The order - which was drawn up by magistrates in Northallerton, North
Yorkshire, and extended in York - reads: "You must disclose the details of any female
including her name, address and date of birth.

This limits his ability to have sex without giving some form of commitment to a woman and finding
out more about her. It will be especially difficult for him to find out things like her address and date
of birth. The man is 40 so how many women will openly talk about their exact age?
Obviously any one night stands or flings are out of the question. And hopefully any girlfriend he has
does not wake him up to a surprise sunday blowjob.

"You must do this at least 24 hours prior to any sexual activity taking place."

It also contains restrictions on his use of the internet and mobile phone devices and requires
him to inform officers of any change of address.

We don't know what exactly this entails but it might be to do with watching porn?

A further court hearing in May will decide whether the interim order should be made into a
full order, which has a minimum duration of two years and can last indefinitely.

Its legal to create a lifelong sentence limiting your sexual freedom, even if you have committed no
crimes.
The female instinct to force men into commitment before having sex is slowly being written into law,
and this is a major first step. You will need a bit of commitment before many women 30+ are going
to tell you their date of birth

Sexual risk orders were introduced in England and Wales in March last year and can be
applied to any individual who the police believe poses a risk of sexual harm, even if

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/innocent-men-now-can-be-ordered-to-inform-police.39345
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/42gbaw/innocent_men_now_can_be_ordered_to_inform_police/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-york-north-yorkshire-35385227
https://theredarchive.com/
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they have never been convicted of a crime.

But at the same time we are told all men pose a risk a risk of sexual harm, and all men need to receive
educational courses about rape culture. No politician is going to side with chauvanists.
First night lays from tinder/clubs/bars can be made punishable by 5 years in jail - all a spiteful ex
girlfriend has to do is accuse you of drunk/rough sex to the police without evidence and get you an
'interim sexual risk order'...

https://theredarchive.com/
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Your gut instinct; why we have it, when to trust it, how to
utilise it. Aliefs vs Beliefs. Social/political warfare tricks and
maneuvers.
209 upvotes | January 28, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

tl;dr: trusting gut instinct. manipulation. trust tests. how to fight trickletruthers. powerplays.
leaking false information.
Somebody asked me to write this post. These are hard and fast rules from my own experiences and
wisdom. Most of the time it is NOT worth getting involved in these social warfare fights. But
sometimes you find yourself forced into one, and you are going to have BIG disadvantages as women
are better at this stuff and also get benefit of the doubt.
Trust your gut. If you pick up a signal that your girl is cheating or telling a lie then she probably is.
Trusting your gut seems crazy in the technology age where most things can be shown to be fact or
fiction pretty quickly. Obviously a photo is better than gut instinct. But do not underestimate your gut
instinct.
There is HUGE genetic advantage to having an accurate gut instinct that tells you if your girlfriend or
partner or wife cheats. We evolved it. It helps stop us get cuckolded. In terms of The Selfish Gene
and passing on your genetics, getting cuckolded is the same as death - you dont reproduce. Think of
all the instincts built in that stop you from getting killed. Have you ever sensed danger before it
happened, and not known how? Do you think similar instincts would existence to prevent cuckolding,
given its equal importance?
Your brain will pick up microexpressions in the face, or tiny holes in stories. Something will hit you
either in the moment or when you are laying in bed at night. Your heart might drop. Your
subconscious will figure it out. Learning to listen to subconscious and work with it is a skill that can
be trained. Bit like the book: thinking fast and slow. Meditation might help build the connection, but I
don't do it myself.
There is a HUGE genetic advantage for women to be able to lie or 'compartmentalise' the truth about
big things like having sex with another male. Obviously if a woman is good at it she can get her kids
great genes AND resources from the top beta. Trickle Truth is an innate ability. But also it stops her
getting stoned to death if she is caught at many points in history. Masculine minds might see it as a
weakness (or proof of women not being smart or something, as sometimes the lies are totally
obvious) as we use different value systems. But it is actually a strength as it helps them maximise
genetic potential. Many of woman's genetically predetermined behaviours happen to be strengths
masquerading as weaknesses - This also is a strength. Bit like a Sun Tzu strategy being
preprogrammed in.
Trickle-truthing evolved with women during a time when photographic evidence did not exist. It
doesnt work well in an age of videos and photos and GPS tracking. Brain software develops slowly
over 1000s of years and cant keep up. Trickletruthing still can work, but often its easier these days to
prove 100% that a lie has been told - trickle-truth strategy wasn't prepared for this, and you can end
up in funny situations where you are holding up a photograph showing something that your girl is
saying never happened over and over.

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/your-gut-instinct-why-we-have-it-when-to-trust-it.55759
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Changing memories or confusing people is very easy. Years ago I was once gaslighted to an extent
that 99% of men will never face, by a genuine real psychopath. Burnt me hard, made me a pussy, but
you live and learn. Memories can be overwritten, and there are methods to do this that extremely
manipulative people learnt while growing up, that the rest of us didn't. One example: get victim to
replay the memory in their head as visually as possible, ask them to walk through where they were
and what they were seeing/doing/hearing/smelling, then drop in suggestions of false events, but
phrase it like it was their idea, then repeat repeat repeat. Most women do not know how to go that far,
but a handful do. Some (often psycho/sociopathic) men do too - they were different as kids and learnt
to manipulate to a high ability over decades. Secret is to attacks the Alief and not the Belief). You can
address the subconcious and emotional (alief) side and bypass the logical/rational belief wall. After
interacting with the girl I found myself with aliefs that totally opposed my beliefs. Crazy stuff. V
rarely discussed anywhere. People dont believe it either. Makes you feel crazy.
Microexpressions (millimentres in size, milliseconds in duration) often reveal more about what
somebody is thinking or knows than any large signal like major body language or words used.
They say there are two types of liars: those that cant look you in the eye when they lie to you, and
those that look you 100% face on and do not blink. There is a little truth to this rule. Many of the
biggest blackest lies I've heard came from the girl facing me 100%, looking at me without blinking
and telling a simple, strong statement that is 100% false. Its like going all-in in poker on the flop. Its
also very persuasive - you will immediately doubt yourself and your instincts. Its often good to find
better evidence so you can be sure of yourself.
But just be aware that total black lies with total open body language are not only possible but
common. And you might feel betrayed but from my experience the woman will think nothing of it
afterwards, which might terrify and confuse you a little. You also realise you lose power; you are
bedazzled but they think nothing of it. Powerplay hidden in plain sight. I once had female boss accuse
me of assaulting her in a meeting. She gave me 100% eye contact without blinking and with open
body language when she did this. It was a political move. Obviously I was outraged and felt betrayed.
A week later she complained that I was avoiding her at lunchtimes - she genuinely did not see that
she had done anything wrong. She also didnt realise that she would be avoiding me if I had actually
assaulted her. Mental compartmentalisation allows this. Women just seem to be much better at it,
though they also cant control it sometimes. Sometimes it helps sometimes it hinders.
When your gut has made you 99% sure, and logically there are holes in the girls story, you need to
take action. You can confront her about facts and see what response you get. But focus on keeping it
evidence based, dont allow her to derail it and steal frame. You might get trickle truthing, or it might
be a total confession with crying. If its the latter then you might be able to find a solution down the
line.
If she demands to know what you know then don't give it to her. V. important to keep cards hidden.
Pretend to have cards you dont have to, BUT DONT EVER DIRECTLY PLAY A CARD YOU
DONT HAVE. Just ask for facts like where/who/when were you. If she refuses to answer then ask
why. Ask for some occasions where you know the answer and some where you don't, so that she
doesnt know what facts/cards you have.
Is the chance she is telling a lie to save the relationship less than or more than 1%?
You need to be a leader now. Do not talk the decision through with others. They will not understand.
Especially do not talk about things like your gut instinct, microexpressions, or the way they used

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alief_(mental_state
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certain words, or tiny changes in the story. They definitely will not understand. They will say you are
crazy or that you are reading into things way too much. They will try to fit a story where neither
person is telling a lie. If you are 99% sure of something, and she is probably telling a lie, then friends
will focus on the 1% chance she is telling the truth. And if you prove she is telling lies about other
things they will say that doesn't prove she is telling a lie about this thing. They may however accuse
you of telling lies, even if you have been honest throughout. Because Women Are Wonderful bias is
at play and also she will play victim at points.
Women will use that advantage and start involving other people rather than keeping it between the
two of you. Your male friends that date her female friends will be her spies - they will ask you what
you know and what you don't, then tell their girlfriends everything they know before or after sex.
Girlfriend then tells the intel to your girl over the phone.
You can play this to your advantage though. Women expect you to be clueless because 99% of
men are. Feed your male 'friends' who snitch with false information about cards you don't
have. Info will get back to the girl in roughly a day depending on urgency. She will then try to
get you to play the false card in order to shut you down. OR she will admit to it without you
asking her about it, as she knows you doubt her and wants you off her tail, so will relieve your
doubts. She will just bring it up in conversation. So you get to play a card you didn't have. If
any of this happens then you can infer 2 things:

You are at war, because she is playing this game. You arent imagining it. If you have a way out
then use it. Move out, switch jobs, dump her, change friendship groups. You also can find ways
to destroy her reputation and get her to leave, but this is very advanced, high risk and outside of
the scope of this post. If you still arent certain then play the move again, or find more
inconsistencies.
Male friend is a bluepill snitch. Its up to you what you do about this. Anyone can be bluepill to
an extent, you shouldnt cut all friendships. They probably have many positives too.

That move in bold is powerful as it lets you play cards you dont have 'for free'. You shouldnt accuse a
girl of something if you arent 100% sure as she might go nuclear and turn everyone against you, and
they will demand proof, and 1% doubt will be used against you. She will play victim about the
emotional abuse you have given her. If eventually you do prove it then it will not matter: the social
truth has already been set in stone - she is victim and you are asshole. Nobody will listen.
If you find yourself alone and in way over your head then it CAN be worth talking to a red pilled guy
who is removed from the situation. An old friend or mentor. Somebody who has slept with a lot of
women and picked up the patterns first hand. A bitter realist with business sense. If they are very
attractive their opinion might be worth slightly less. The most realist guys have the most notches in
their bed post and average looks. Somebody with sales skills is a plus. Far left wing opinions are a
minus.
This got longer than I expected. Its a bit rambling. I have plenty to say, especially about psychopaths,
NLP, political maneuvers, differences in men and women, trust-testing. So let me know if there is
something else I should write.
I hope the key takeaway from this is that it will be a huge cost and time sink. Emotionally it can
damage you, it can fuck with your fuck and social life too. Its best to walk or run away. But
sometimes for whatever reason you will be forced into one of these battles, and you cant escape - one
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instance might be proving your wife is cheating.

Bonus irrelevant fun post:
Watch: Ultimate beta male Michael Moore attempting to flatter and chat up Megyn Kelly.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4EOZACdHAgA
Highlight:
3:25: "you should not go out to dinner with me" "-Dont worry." "Thats a bad idea-" "-I wont."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4EOZACdHAgA
https://theredarchive.com/
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Match.com analytics discover the different sexual behaviours
between Hillary and Trump supporters. Hillary supporters are
21 times LESS likely to expect physical contact on the first
date!
5 upvotes | February 5, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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For the first time in the history of the British NHS, junior
doctors will go on a full strike (including emergency room
jobs). It is over a new contract being imposed on them. Part of
the problem is that they see it as misogynistic that promotions
come from hours worked rather than age
53 upvotes | April 4, 2016 | /r/MensRights | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/junior-doctors-outraged-over-new-contract-that-discri
minates-against-single-women-a6963356.html

https://theredarchive.com/r/MensRights/for-the-first-time-in-the-history-of-the-british.952545
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How to date a 19 year old as a 32 year old and get away with it,
in the public eye.
109 upvotes | April 17, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.mirror.co.uk/tv/tv-news/superman-star-henry-cavill-32-7617919

Talk about your vulnerability and pay lip service to the female collective. Say “She protects me1.
and is protective of me when I am having a hard time.". Say you cant control your feelings. Say
that the woman is in control of the relationship and women will let you off as you are helping
them in a way ("if a Hollywood actor is dominated by a 19 year old student then surely I can
take charge against my husband - better not fight this...")
Get your positive PR done and released to the public before any negative PR is done. First2.
impressions count and frame the readers/publics minds into your view. All future articles the
readers read they will compare it to the mental framework they made in this first one. Usually
what is said first sticks much better.
It is important that you met them spontaneously in your story. You never were on the lookout3.
for a younger woman.
"Henry has admitted that from the first moment he met Tara he has been “super intimidated”4.
and desperate to impress her." - his PR agency is amazing. I never would have considered this.
I guess an easy trick to mimic this would be to imagine you are the girl and the girl is the
Hollywood actor and just say you felt how she felt, and she felt how you felt.

Edit: my point is not about being able to date girls. Its about being destroyed in the press/media/social
circles. This is a strategy to protect yourself

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/how-to-date-a-19-year-old-as-a-32-year-old-and-get.57816
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Reddit's new 'Trust and Safety Team' just quarantined the r /
european subreddit
757 upvotes | May 12, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

It was a free speech subreddit that discussed immigration freely.
Reddit admins hired somebody yesterday to increase our safety for us. https://archive.is/SCJyy
r / european played a semi-major role in signal boosting the Cologne Sex Attacks back in January; as
did TRP. Mainstream subs were forced to stop removing/deleting threads as there was so much
attention on them. Then it was frontpage. Then the news on reddit helped signal boost the message on
twitter; which eventually lead to (some) news organisations finally reporting on the story 4 days after
it happened. Then that got the ball rolling on opening up the Overton window.
Daily mail reporters and Breitbart reporters used the european sub to crowdsource local news on
attacks that national publications (of Germany, Sweden, etc) refused to print. I know this as I know
people working there. They did not have systems to crowdsource the local news stories in many
languages. It was a small sub but it helped changed the narrative at a global scale for a few months.
Be very careful about sharing your email with reddit if you plan to view this or any quarantined sub.
They removed their disclaimer about sharing data with governments in the ToS a few months back.
For a long time FatPeopleHate, european and theredpill were considered by many as the holy triad of
reddit 'hatespeech'. Now only one is left.
There might be a high risk of this sub also getting quarantined shortly.
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£5billion divorce case.
19 upvotes | June 21, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

source: http://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/oligarch-s-ex-wife-sues-him-for-5bn-gcf79r02l
The former wife of a Russian oligarch is heading for the London courts to try to secure what experts
predict could be a “stratospheric” settlement that would cement the UK’s reputation as the country in
which the ultra-rich choose to have their divorce cases heard.
Natalia Potanina, who says she is now exiled in Britain, is seeking about £5 billion — half the
estimated fortune of Vladimir Potanin, who was once Russia’s richest man.
Such a payout would dwarf all previous settlements in the British divorce courts. In 2014 the
estranged wife of Sir Chris Hohn, a City financier, secured a £337 million settlement. The wife of the
late Boris Berezovsky, a Russian oligarch, is said to have accepted a deal of between £165 million
and £220 million.
Mr Potanin, chairman and president of the Interros conglomerate, is worth $13.5 billion, (£9 billion)
according to Forbes magazine. He is now Russia’s fourth richest man and is the 78th richest person in
the world.
The couple, who were together for more than 30 years, had a mansion near Moscow and holidayed in
Antibes or on one of the couple’s yachts in the Mediterranean.
In late 2013 Mr Potanin told her that he wanted to end their marriage. He had been having an affair
with a junior employee.
In 2014 Mr Potanin married his new partner, Katya, with whom he now has two small children. But
the first Mrs Potanina declined to sign the divorce papers and is seeking half his fortune. It was
accrued, she pointed out, after they met and fell in love as penniless students in Russia in the 1970s.
In 2014 a divorce court in Moscow ruled that Mr Potanin had few assets. Natalia Potanina, who
alleges that his fortune is hidden behind complex corporate structures, is appealing to Russia’s
supreme court. If that fails, the next step is likely to be the courts in London, a favoured forum for
Russians with financial and matrimonial disputes.
Mrs Potanina, who lives in a three-bedroom flat in Westminster, says that she is effectively an exile
and unable to return to Russia, where she would have to pay an outstanding “artificial debt” of $1
billion, she told The Guardian.
Mr Potanin is known across Russia as the co-owner of Norilsk Nickel, a Russian mining company. In
court he successfully argued that the real owner was an obscure company in Cyprus.
Georgina Hamblin, director of Vardags, one of Britain’s top divorce firms, said that the English
courts would not tolerate individuals “forum shopping” to find the most sympathetic jurisdiction and
that Mrs Potanina would have to show that she had put down roots in London.
“To establish the necessary jurisdiction to divorce your spouse in England, or indeed to seek more
money from a spouse following a foreign divorce, an applicant will have to evidence strong ties to
England,” she said.
If Mrs Potanina can show that, she could be successful in a plea to the English courts to seek to
combat any unfairness she claims to have suffered at the hands of the Russian court, Ms Hamblin
added. “If, once all of this has been considered, she is able to secure 50 per cent of the matrimonial
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pot — something which may still be achievable in England following a foreign divorce — the
amount that she stands to receive will be stratospheric.
“Indeed, if she secures the £5 billion to which she refers this will be the largest award ever made in
England, both in terms of a first-instance divorce award and certainly off the back of a foreign
divorce.”
However, Marilyn Stowe, senior partner of Stowe Family Law, a leading divorce practice, warned
that the case could cost Mrs Potanina dear because she would then have to enforce the order. “That
may prove impossible,” she added. “Courts do not have unlimited powers to extract billions from a
Russian oligarch and his myriad of Russian companies if they don’t play ball,” Mrs Stowe said.
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Warrior instinct makes men more likely to console rivals -
women don't
150 upvotes | August 5, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

From today's The Times.
http://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/warrior-instinct-makes-men-more-likely-to-console-rivals-3
7drl0g8w

In the 2005 Ashes Test at Edgbaston, England won one of the tensest matches in cricket history by
two runs. Moments after the last wicket fell Andrew Flintoff consoled the Australian batsman Brett
Lee.
In 1970 at the World Cup in Mexico, England and Brazil met for an epic struggle. After Brazil won
1-0, Pelé exchanged shirts with Bobby Moore.
Would these acts of sportsmanship have occurred if the participants had been women? A new study
suggests not. Scientists have found that while men are likely to hug, console and reaffirm a friendship
after sporting contests, women are more likely to make do with a swift handshake.
The research, published in the journal Current Biology, found that in the tennis matches observed by
scientists men were almost three times as likely to have physical contact beyond a handshake. A third
of men’s table tennis matches ended with some form of hug, compared with none of the matches
between women. The result was replicated in boxing, despite overt aggression being common before
bouts.
The results fitted with what evolutionary psychologists refer to as the “male-warrior hypothesis”.
This is the idea that ancestral cavemen retained good relationships with unrelated competitors
because they might eventually have to work together to deal with outside threats.
“We believe that human social structure resembles that of chimpanzees, in which males cooperate in
groups of unrelated same-sex peers and females cooperate more with family members and one or two
good friends who act as family,” Joyce Benenson, from Harvard University, said.

There is also this previous study from 2014 by the same author.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24845881

Following recall of a conflict involving direct aggression and role-playing a reaction to it,
compared with men, women reported their anger would dissipate less quickly and they
would take longer to reconcile. Women also exhibited increased heart rate, but little change
in cortisol, whereas men exhibited little change in heart rate but increased cortisol
production. We interpret the results as indicating that women are less prepared than men to
resolve a conflict with a same-sex peer.
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Hysterical Yapping Cunt Shouts Dark Truths
20 upvotes | August 23, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

A crazy feminist framed a sexual assault and rallied a hate mob around a man a few days ago.
She demanded to know the name of a man who gave a pro-police opinion in a TV interview being
recorded at a protest.
The man gave a (probably fake) name of "Hugh Mungus".
Watch the rage inducing video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9ImSupXt3g
Summary:

The video is taken by the woman shouting.
She posted this video on her facebook then wrote a detailed account of what happened.
Although she never wrote how exactly she was sexually harassed she mentions the time of
phone calls she made to the police and local government.
Two girls in the video said they saw what happened and backed her up, even though they were
not present near where the TV interview took place
People saying "Shame, shame" over and over at Hugh
Hugh talked about how the police helped him when his daughter overdosed on heroin. A very
sensitive issue. The women in this video had heard his account and used it against him. You
can faintly hear one in the background talk about his daughter.
On facebook they are trying to find out his real name to track him down and probably get a lot
of people to tell his workplace that he sexually harasses women.
Everything she demanded she got. Everyone who she demanded to know the name of told her
their name (except Hugh). Even when she was shouting "FUCK OFF" and causing tonnes of
trouble. Nobody was able to put her in her place, or even deny her requests/demands.
All of her facebook friends, who can see her video, supported her and said it was terrible what
this man did to her.
I have noticed that Indian women in the UK and USA are especially prone to have this kind of
personality. Not many of them but a good chunk. I do not know why. But there is an observable
trend IMO.
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Germany taking a big step against Cuckoldry
965 upvotes | August 30, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

tldr: Women in Germany could be legally forced to reveal to their husbands if their children are the
product of an affair with another man if new legislation goes through.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/08/29/germany-to-force-women-to-disclose-if-children-are-fr
om-an-affai/
The controversial measure will force women to divulge acts of adultery or infidelity during a
relationship.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-37215684
The measure would apply when men who had supported a child, believing that they were the father,
sought financial redress in court.
Germany has already been taking similar male paternity rights steps recently. In April, Germany’s
courts ruled that children cannot force men they suspect of being their biological fathers to undergo a
DNA test. They can only oblige their legal fathers to undergo testing.
There wasnt much response on Twitter to this news. Most were positive including women. Though
there were a few of these tweets, all from women:

@BBCWorld @BBCNews wow, if he already formed a long relationship w/the child.He
basically adopted the child.Not fair2 the child to back out.

I suggest shorting any stocks you have in the Daytime Talk-Show industry.
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Village Theory - We only can fall in love a few times - Richard
Koch
64 upvotes | September 17, 2016 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

tl;dr: Once a woman has fallen in love a few times she uses up her "slots" and cannot love again.
This is because we evolved in small tribes.
Richard Koch has a networth in the hundreds of millions and is an Investor, Entrepreneur, Author of
80/20 Principle. He went and Oxfrod and Wharton and worked for BCG and Bain early in his career.
His whole blog is worth reading - tonnes of wisdom.
http://richardkoch.net/2013/09/do-you-have-too-many-friends/
I'm skipping halfway through the article:

The Village Theory

Anthropologists stress that the number of exhilarating and potent personal relationships we can
establish is limited. Apparently, the common pattern of people in any society is to have two vitally
important childhood friends, two vital adult friends, and two ‘advisers’ whom we rely on heavily,
such as a priest, doctor, or counsellor. Typically there are also two powerful sexual partners who
eclipse the others. Most commonly, we fall in love only once, and there is one member of our family
whom we love above all others. The number of really significant personal relationships is low, and it
is remarkably similar for everyone, regardless of their location, sophistication, or culture.
This has led to the ‘village theory’. In an African village, all these relationships happen within a few
hundred metres, and they are often formed within a short period of time. For modern people, these
relationships may be spread all over the planet and over a whole lifetime. Still, the relationships
constitute a ‘village’ that we each have in our heads.
And once the slots are filled, they’re filled forever.
The anthropologists say that if you have too much experience, or too many close friends, too early,
you exhaust your capacity for further deep relationships. This may explain the superficiality often
observed in those whose profession or circumstances force them to have a great number of
relationships, such as salespeople, interviewers, ‘celebrities’, or those who move frequently from one
country or region to another.
J G Ballard quotes a rehabilitation project in California for young women who had mixed with
criminals. The women were no more than 20 or 21 and had had a rough life. The project introduced
them to middle-class volunteers, people of goodwill and education who befriended the girls and
invited them into their homes.
Many of the subjects had been married at an incredibly early age. Many had had their first children at
13 or 14. Some had been married or the equivalent three times by the time they reached 20. It was not
unusual for the girls to have hundreds of lovers or to have had close relationships and children with
men who were then shot dead or jailed. They’d been through everything – relationships, motherhood,
breakups, and bereavements – experiencing the whole gamut of human experience while still in their
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teens.
Do you think it would be wonderful and calming for these unfortunate girls to experience a different
kind of life, where people wanted to take a genuine interest in them and to give to them rather than
abuse them?
Well, think again. The project was a total fiasco. Why? The women were incapable of forming any
new deep relationships. They were all used up. Their relationship slots had been filled, forever.
This sad story is salutary. It also fits with the 80/20 principle – a small number of relationships will
account for a large proportion of emotional value.
*Fill your relationship slots with extreme care and not too early! * Leave room to have one or two
wonderful relationships in later life.
Without relationships we are either dead to the world – or dead. Although banal, this is true. Our
friendships are at the heart of our lives, and help to determine who we are, and how happy and
successful we will be. But quantity is the enemy of quality. We can only define and extend our
individuality via deep friendship and collaboration with a few other people.
Yet most of us don’t spend enough time or give enough attention to our true best friends. If I have
persuaded you of that, do something about it. By making a few simple and congenial changes to the
time you give your friends, you may hugely increase your happiness and that of the people around
you.
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Thundercock Frame Control
535 upvotes | March 31, 2017 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

a.k.a. The last 3 COLD openers that got me laid; and the NEW, BEST way to think about initiating
conversation with girls you don't yet know.

Sections

Introduction
Eye fucking
“I fucked your mother"
“There has been a complaint"
Conclusions

Introduction

(Dont judge me for posting on a Friday night; I fucked up my leg)
At the end of this post I will teach you why this works and how I approach chatting up girls at
night/evening (different to day game). You will see that much of it is about creating opportunities for
women to shit test you by baiting them. Then you demonstrate total frame control and build
attraction.
This is a natural application and continuation of the top post of all time on theredpill - "37 warlord
tips for frame control". I reread that post about a dozen times after I saw it come out as it DEEPLY
resonated with me. I thought about all the times I was given an unbelievable amount of shit by a girl,
remained stoic, and then she was instantly DTF. It AMAZED me when that happened, but I never
figured it out - sure maybe she should have seen me as stronger emotionally or whatever, sure, but
why did it make her panties so wet that I could take her into a bedroom and fuck her within 10
seconds!? At 2pm with a girl I had never even kissed before?!. NONE of that had been explained
properly before in PUA and redpill. I thought shittests just were like fitness tests, or DHVing about
your life experiences and job and network. But THAT post hit me like a sledgehammer: beating
frame-tests builds actual sexual attraction in that moment!
I ALREADY knew that a girl giving you Shit-tests was a GREAT thing. As it lets you to show off.
But how can I effortlessly force or bait a woman I dont know to shit-test me, when I am in control of
the conversation (because I am opening or alpha)? For some GODDAMN reason nobody here, or any
other place has been PROPERLY talking about this.
Before we go on note that: SHIT TESTS are just a SUBSET of the greater realm of FRAME TESTS.
I had already learnt subconsciously that telling boldfaced lies to women and maintaining frame
enabled me to hookup with attractive women at parties, bars and clubs. At university I mostly used
social circle game as I was popular, but all of the successful ONS and impromptu hookups were
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nights when I felt I was 'on fire'. After much self-analysis I realised that I was often bullshitting the
girls and playing games, making up stories that they couldnt quite tell were true or false. I realised
that this was delicious bait for them to shittest me. And by staying 'in character' I was showing them a
lot of frame control. They loved my frame and so did their friends. They love trying to figure out why
I was doing what I was doing and what was true and what wasnt.
"Finally an interesting guy here to talk to" they will think. Even better, they can tell their friends
about whatever ridiculous interaction they just had. So even if you are a cunt they get to go up to their
friends and tell them what a cunt you just were, and they get attention from their friends. Its exciting
for them.
Before we go on note that I am 6'0 tall, white, decent face, nice hair, wear a leather jacket and smart
trousers, and was kind of skinny up until a year ago and now I am average but growing, in my 20s,
about 70 notches now. Thats all they ever know as I dont talk about my job or work with them.

Eye fucking

This is only partially to do with frame control but its how I often start things. These days I eye-fuck
girls all the time. They sometimes look up, sometimes down, sometimes to the side and sometimes
they maintain a constant stare. I always make sure that any cute girl sees me looking at her. I’m
decent looking so its never creepy. Sorry uglets.
When they give a constant stare, and don’t turn away, they are basically DTF, I just have to game
them a little and qualify them.
I like these stare-downs as they let me scope out a whole bar, get a feel for the place, who might be
available, and how shy/outgoing/bitchy they will be. Its also great as you dont need to leave your
group of friends.
I did it two weekends ago to a girl on the other side of a busy bar. 8/10 blonde. We stared for about 6
seconds. I then winked and pouted. She then turned to her friend and pointed to me while smiling. I
then did a ‘come hither’ hand signal. She raised her eyebrows as if to say ‘no you come here’. I then
made a kiss face and tapped me neck, telling her to come over and kiss me on the cheek/neck. I also
did a watch-tapping motion showing she had a timeline to do it in. I continued to talking to my
friends who didn’t see any of this, and she came over and kissed me intimately on the neck. They
were all taken back. We chatted and I get push/pulling her and making her jump through jumps and
qualifying. Got her number because it was only 6pm and I had to go to a birthday dinner. Slept with
her the next day.
Remember that the person to look away first is always the loser. And if you ever give a look like “wtf
are you looking at” what I do is some silly shoulder jiggle and a head flick (non-gay looking) with a
deadpan face - it always gets some sort of laugh, but if it didn’t then she would just be stuck-up and
boring anyway. And your frame is just that you are 'fucking with her'.
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I fucked your mother

On a cruise ship 3 weeks ago I was in a nightclub/bar. Didn’t know anyone and danced with lots of
people. At one point I took some princess crown a girl was wearing and eventually she got it back. I
talked to her later and asked “Who are you here with?” and she said her mother and grandmother.
I said “wait what is your mothers name?!” and she said “XXXX” then I said “yeah, yeah I know her”
. She said “what?! how?” and I said “We were hanging out earlier at XXX; she has shorter hair than
you right?” (thats a cold reading trick btw). Girls says “what?” and is puzzled and I say “Yeah then,
you know, one thing just lead to another I guess”. Girl says “what?” and is still puzzled but laughs.
Then I say she needs to pick up her necklace she left in my room.
I’ve used this before lots and lots of times. It works really well especially on younger women for
some reason. It allows you total frame control, very very easily. So many options and ways to hit her.
“You are acting just like your mother right now”, “actually she provides my emotional needs and I
provide her sexual needs”, “I do a lot of exercise but she leaves me out of breath”.

Its very easy to have sexual conversations as it has the pre-tense that you are only mocking the
girl and not trying to make sex the subject.
Its very easy to get them to open up about their family. (After all you know one of them
intimately!)
It gives you a solid frame very very easily. Make sure you never back down and say “I’m
joking” or even change your story. If you do then its all over.
Advanced: She will actually subconsciously try to Frame Test your story and try to force you to
make contradictions.
If she asks you specifics that will prove you are telling a lie then give a vague answer that can
be true. e.g. “What does she look like?” “she looks like you but with a kinder heart”. “OK but
what distinguishing features does she have?” “she has a mole next to her labia”. “OK but how
tall is she?” “We are all the same height when we are lying down on a bed"
Its cocky/arrogant
It lets you display Fake Weaknesses - “she breaks my heart when she doesn’t let me stay over"
You can get the girl to think about her relationships and she will feel like its been a deep
conversation, while it also has been light hearted.

I had sex with her that night and the next night. She was a 9/10 20 year old blonde bombshell and she
was a stripper part-time to pay her way through college. So she knew some top tier shit-tests herself.
“I fucked your mother" blew her out the water. She also had a boyfriend back home and had to try to
explain to her mum (who thinks she is a virgin or something) where she was for 4 hours both nights.
So we overcame a LOT of logistics including having to have sex in a hot tub because neither of us
had a free room. That only happens if she is attracted!
I kept using that frame the entire two days too. Never surrender a good frame.
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“There has been a complaint"

I eye-fucked a girl from across the pub on Saturday. We held contact for a while. She then give me
this hand gesture and I laughed: https://i.ytimg.com/vi/AaJfuG0Rhq4/hqdefault.jpg
I go up to the bar and order a drink, hoping she will leave her friends and orbit near me. She doesn’t.
I walk to her table of (3 girls and a guy in the corner) and put my drink down. Stay standing mostly.
Place both palms face down on table and say in deep stern voice “I’m afraid there has been a
complaint”. Pause, look each of them in the eye. Mostly ignore the eye-fuck girl though. They
assume its a noise complaint because they were singing just before I came to them. But I’m not
dressed like an employee either.
One of them says “Sorrrrrrry”. I say “its not so much the noise really its the lack of talent”. They
laugh a little amongst each other. BTW all of this is deadpan, always. Only smile or laugh when the
impress you with something funny or genuinely smart. Reward kindness a little but sparingly. I
criticise them all individually. Each of them was a different barn yard animal. I ask the others “do she
always sound like pig or is she trying to fit in with the rest of you?” and they join in a bit. The ones
who join in most get praise for siding with me.
So that sounds no different to a classic PUA opener right? BIG MISTAKE. There are several key bits
that PUAs do different. A PUA will try and be COCKY-FUNNY and tease and be smiling and
laughing with the group. But this is WEAK FRAME as laughing with the jokes shows that you are
not seriously testing them. My frame (I didn't realise it at the time) was I was basically Simon Cowell
or some strict talent show judge. And I was ripping into them. I even told them that I wasn't laughing.
I created a Frame that they will remember and be able to talk about with their housemates over
breakfast. They tried to diffuse the Frame by laughing it off, but I force them back in. And they'll
never make it in showbiz unless they shape-up and get serious, I told them.
I then invite the group over to meet my 12 friends and they do. Then I isolate the eye-fuck girl to
another corner of the bar and do lots of touchy and push-pull stuff. Eventually they come to a party
and I sleep with eye-fuck girl. Its very easy as I have total social proof from her friends. The whole
thing lasted maybe an hour. And she is hotter than anyone I could get on Tinder. And this was way
more fun - its a skill and muscle you develop.

Conclusions and Notes

Tell blatant lies that you both know are not true, let the girl try and catch you out, but always
defeat her. I think there is some Dark Triad element to this. Its also social savvy / creativity /
intelligence fitness test.
Play some kind of character. Like a salesperson or a coach.
Always flip the script when she says something reasonable. Always be attacking back and
pointing out how she is being ridiculous (she isnt).
literally attack women verbally (hot women, not low self-esteem women)
Once you have rapport try to categorise women. Figure out new ways of modelling their
friendships and personalities.
Have a small arsenal of strong frames prepared, in case you have nothing original. “I fucked
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your mum”. “Im actually a chiropractor” is one i use a lot. I check their back by massaging
spine and then tell them there are all sorts of problems, they don’t have long left to live. A good
frame allows an excuse for touching. I talk about my career as a "sugar baby" and a
"garbageman".
Another frame is “Wow you are all over me” after I was very forward, pulled her in, kissed her
cheek and hugged her - then I push her away while saying it. This sets the frame that she was
the forward one and not me. Then she can argue with me but I just will keep denying. If she
gives up then YOU win the frame. You can always 'steal touches' with a good frame.
If you think some of this is too harsh or forward then just remember: she always has the option
to walk (or run, if you are a real creep) away. Or to genuinely tell you off if you do cross a
boundary (happened once to me) and then you can instantly turn genuine,look square in the
eye, apologise, express what your intent was and how you got it wrong, then walk away.
A good frame makes her think 'you cant just do that!' or 'thats unfair!' or 'you are ridiculous!'.
Setting up these Fake Frames makes you ANTIFRAGILE. If you are a honest and boring then
your woman wants to shittest you or start an argument then she will attack something that
actually matters. By having bait set up she will attack your honeytraps. She will get to feel your
masculine stoicness. And she will not turn into a bitch, because she was being reasonable - you
were the asshole. And you will have a feminine female partner and a masculine asshole male
partner.
Public places will become seriously fun.
YOU can be one of the 3% of people who actually approach strangers, and YOU can be one of
the top 10% within that group who actually are exciting.
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Absence of Father Figure affects children at the CELLULAR
level
141 upvotes | July 19, 2017 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/07/170718142938.htm

At 9 years of age, children who had lost their father had significantly shorter telomeres -- 14
percent shorter on average -- than children who had not. A profound level of biological
change.
Death had the largest association, and the effects were greater for boys than girls.
Telomeres reflect cell ageing/health. Shortened telomeres have been found to have wide
ranging impact on health including cancers and cardiovascular disease.
The Fragile Families Study -- based at Princeton and Columbia University -- has been
following a cohort of about 5,000 children
"This association is especially strong for boys who lost or were separated from their fathers
before the age of 5."
"The researchers speculated that there are many reasons why father loss might be a major
stressor for a child, such as the loss of family income following a separation or divorce." - I'm
just including this to hint how author/researchers see the primary purpose of a father
"The fact that there is an actual measurable biological outcome that is related to the absence of
a father makes more credible the urgency of public policy efforts to maintain contact between
children and fathers," - maybe something good might come out of this study ... in 50 years or so
" "If you understand that, for example, punishing a father by incarceration may have an
indelible effect not only on the psyche and development of the child, but also on the ability of
the child's chromosomes to maintain their integrity, then perhaps you had better understand the
importance of measures to mitigate the effects of incarceration" such as educational initiatives
or psychological interventions for children, according to Notterman. "

An optimist will see this as being used to improve family courts.
A pessimist will see this used to justify lower prison sentences towards demographics with increased
rates of absent fathers, in the name of social justice.

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/absence-of-father-figure-affects-children-at-the.44777
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/6o9mv3/absence_of_father_figure_affects_children_at_the/
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/07/170718142938.htm
https://theredarchive.com/
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CNN released a 12 minute report about this subreddit
1152 upvotes | November 2, 2017 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

And its exactly what you would expect.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDHmDuHX3LA&feature=youtu.be

A dark figure with his voice anonymised explains how he fell for the trap, and how
cults look for people who are in transitions in their lives - when they are most
vulnerable.

a voiceover says "a lot of people start becoming ironically rapists before they become
really rapists"

"How to get laid like a warlord" is shown at one point

They then switch to images of 4chan /pol/ and say "sprinkled between topics on
women are hateful comments of topics like race and religion".
https://youtu.be/RDHmDuHX3LA?t=265 . After showing/talking about theredpill non
stop for 4 minutes they switch to a different forum with racism (theres none here) and
claim that those posts are sprinkled throughout this forum. Images of Hitler are
shown.

Images of Charlottesville

CNN reached out to the White House to comment on theredpill but they declined to
comment on the story. https://youtu.be/RDHmDuHX3LA?t=507 . They must be
hiding something!

The guy says he realised theredpill wasn't for him because of how you guys all
'targeted people of colour' https://youtu.be/RDHmDuHX3LA?t=540

Images of KKK https://youtu.be/RDHmDuHX3LA?t=600 . Actor talks about how
anonymity is the real problem - just like how the KKK could wear hoods to cover
their faces. An image of KKK holding the evil Stars and Stripes flag is shown.

Lol the 'expert' they've used is the biggest man-hater. Interviewer asks her what the
most surprising thing she found was. Expert says "the empathy I ended up feeling for
men at the beginning, who are frustrated, lonely, scared, they're trying to find their
way in the world", but she has the biggest smile while shitting on them and nearly
breaks into laughter. https://youtu.be/RDHmDuHX3LA?t=614

"We used to program the internet. Now the question; is it programming US?"

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/cnn-released-a-12-minute-report-about-this.46900
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/7ac81z/cnn_released_a_12_minute_report_about_this/
https://archive.ph/o/FSFkv/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDHmDuHX3LA&feature=youtu.be
https://archive.ph/o/FSFkv/https://youtu.be/RDHmDuHX3LA?t=265
https://archive.ph/o/FSFkv/https://youtu.be/RDHmDuHX3LA?t=507
https://archive.ph/o/FSFkv/https://youtu.be/RDHmDuHX3LA?t=540
https://archive.ph/o/FSFkv/https://youtu.be/RDHmDuHX3LA?t=600
https://archive.ph/o/FSFkv/https://youtu.be/RDHmDuHX3LA?t=614
https://theredarchive.com/
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and if that video gets taken down the source is in this link (I cant link direct to CNN):
https://archive.fo/xOEEf

If you like Fake News here is a big compilation (pro-Trump bias if that bothers you)
https://imgur.com/a/LDOxq

https://archive.ph/xOEEf
https://archive.ph/o/FSFkv/https://imgur.com/a/LDOxq
https://theredarchive.com/
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Ageing is weird
1 upvotes | April 23, 2018 | /r/PussyPassDenied | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/PussyPassDenied/ageing-is-weird.902392
https://old.reddit.com/r/pussypassdenied/comments/8eah2x/ageing_is_weird/
https://i.redd.it/aetjle2azmt01.png
https://theredarchive.com/
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PGA tour golfer's wife arrested after beating him and his
mother after he had a bad round. " this is why cops get shot in
the face" she told them, kicking and screaming
889 upvotes | May 16, 2018 | /r/PussyPassDenied | Link | Reddit Link

https://nypost.com/2018/05/15/pga-star-allegedly-attacked-by-wife-after-terrible-round/

https://theredarchive.com/r/PussyPassDenied/pga-tour-golfers-wife-arrested-after-beating-him.1177854
https://old.reddit.com/r/pussypassdenied/comments/8jug75/pga_tour_golfers_wife_arrested_after_beating_him/
https://nypost.com/2018/05/15/pga-star-allegedly-attacked-by-wife-after-terrible-round/
https://theredarchive.com/
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Entitled woman has insane meltdown when her friends wont
pay $1.5k each for her $60k wedding. Cancels wedding, leaves
her fiancé, cuts ties with all her family and friends...
460 upvotes | August 26, 2018 | /r/PussyPassDenied | Link | Reddit Link

https://twitter.com/0lspicykeychain/status/1033361828292771840

https://theredarchive.com/r/PussyPassDenied/entitled-woman-has-insane-meltdown-when-her.895427
https://old.reddit.com/r/pussypassdenied/comments/9abvlb/entitled_woman_has_insane_meltdown_when_her/
https://twitter.com/0lspicykeychain/status/1033361828292771840
https://theredarchive.com/
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Drunk 'seductress', 36, forced herself on boy, 14, then falsely
accused him of rape. Jailed for 4 years
353 upvotes | August 27, 2018 | /r/PussyPassDenied | Link | Reddit Link

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6081785/Drunk-seductress-36-forced-boy-falsely-accused-r
ape.html

https://theredarchive.com/r/PussyPassDenied/drunk-seductress-36-forced-herself-on-boy-14-then.1185513
https://old.reddit.com/r/pussypassdenied/comments/9al98p/drunk_seductress_36_forced_herself_on_boy_14_then/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6081785/Drunk-seductress-36-forced-boy-falsely-accused-rape.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6081785/Drunk-seductress-36-forced-boy-falsely-accused-rape.html
https://theredarchive.com/
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Against all expectations, female mice were most likely to seek
refuge from castrated males, being stressed by their presence
427 upvotes | September 9, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Highlights:
• Female mice housed with castrated males have higher stress levels.
• Female mice housed with castrated males actively avoid their housing partner when provided with a
refuge.
• We suggest that females actively avoid males with low levels of testosterone, and that their
surrounding social partners can affect their physiology.
study: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physbeh.2019.112678

To read the full paper for free:
To read the full paper go to sci-hub.tw and paste the full url (the doi one I put above) into the search
box. I wont link it directly in case it is against rules.

Interesting notes:

There should be little reproductive cost with being around infertile males - the females have no1.
risk of getting pregnant and the male rats were not acting sexually towards them. But the
females still were stressed out by their presence.
The study looked at 3 groups of rats: fertile, totally castrated, and vasectomised. Despite having2.
no way of knowing (unless pheremones come into play?), the female rats were also stressed out
by vasectomised male rats with no visible castration.
They measure 'cost-of-reproduction' to females as amount of stress hormones they experience.3.
Femaels around alphas had low stress, and females around low-rank males had higher stress.
Just by observing stress levels of females around you one might be able to observe your
perceived rank. Additionally shit tests could be considered a stress-relief mechanism for the
female; if you pass then their stress (cortisol) will go down.

One such measure that is used as an indicator of the costs of reproduction, inter alia, is
glucocorticoid (GC) stress hormones. Male mating behaviour has been demonstrated to
increase female GC levels in primates through sexual coercion and aggression (Muller et al.
2007; Thompson et al. 2010) and changes in male rank (Beehner et al. 2005; Carnegie et al.
2011). Non-preferred mates may also induce stress in females. This has been demonstrated
in a bird, the socially monogamous Gouldian finch (Erythrura gouldiae ) , where hens
paired with poor -quality cocks had higher levels of circulating corticosterone (Griffith et al.
2011). While it is well established that GC stress hormones play crucial adaptive roles in
fetal development (Baxter and Rousseau 1979), prolonged high secretion can also have
suppressive effects on female reproductive physiology and behaviour (Tilbrook et al. 2000;
Wingfield and Sapolsky 2003) and increase susceptibility to disease (Sapolsky et al. 2000).

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/against-all-expectations-female-mice-were-most.252489
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/d1qxqf/against_all_expectations_female_mice_were_most/
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physbeh.2019.112678
https://theredarchive.com/
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Prenatal maternal stress can additionally have long-term consequences for offspring
(Lemaire et al. 2000; Maccari et al. 2003; Yang et al. 2006; Tamashiro et al. 2009).

h/t to https://twitter.com/DegenRolf/status/1170276714406121472
He has the best twitter feed on science of psychology, sex, behaviour, psychopaths, lies/truth, big 5,
etc, so give him a follow.

https://twitter.com/DegenRolf/status/1170276714406121472
https://theredarchive.com/
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Life hack to reduce cuckoldry risk massively:
45 upvotes | January 20, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

tldr: Tell your SO in advance that you will do a 23andMe on your kid to learn about their
predisposition to certain diseases.
If you go on all the relationship subs the people there say the woman should leave the husband
immediately if he requests to paternity test the child. Many relationships end over it or are damaged
beyond repair. Its usually women online saying this needs to be a hard boundary and its better to be a
single mother than let the husband be sure. If you question them they also give a flat 'No.' when you
ask if paternity testing should be legally mandatory, and they usually refuse to give a reason or just
start attacking you. It is very important to many to keep this option open and not have gender equality
in knowing for sure whether your child is really yours.
10% of children have different father to what the child/father is lead to believe according to the best
sources we have
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/05/31/oneperson-10-mistaken-identity-father-reveals-nhs-chi
ef/ . When surveyed men would rather be raped than be cuckolded. Women have the power to
remove this evil from the world but too many will vote the other way so its political suicide for
politicians to do anything.
So don't ever say you are paternity testing the child. But just give advance warning you will do a
23andme. It gives you plausible deniability. If asked if its about paternity just keep repeating over
and over its not about paternity and you trust them 100%. Dont ever say 99%.
You need to do 23andme anyway yourself for this to work. So do it on yourself in advance. Its $99.
Then hopefully you will learn things about yourself that are useful like some predisposition to some
disease or something. Then that can be your reason for the 23andme test on your future child, which
is great reason to get it done anyway.
Warn your partner in advance before pregnancy to lower the risk of her getting pregnant with
someone else in the first place. If you are married it doesnt matter and you are going to be paying 18
years child support anyway, but you still have the option to leave her to raise the child with the real
father and you can still avoid raising another mans child for 2 decades against your consent by being
defrauded by the one you loved and trusted.
Ultimately the odds are you wont be cuckolded, but the consequences of cuckoldry are so severe and
the cost of reducing this risk with this method is so small that its irrational not to consider.
I'm sure there are good competitors to 23andme but they are the biggest and most popular so Ive
named them. Do your own research.

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/life-hack-to-reduce-cuckoldry-risk-massively.312872
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/ergvxc/life_hack_to_reduce_cuckoldry_risk_massively/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/05/31/oneperson-10-mistaken-identity-father-reveals-nhs-chief/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/05/31/oneperson-10-mistaken-identity-father-reveals-nhs-chief/
https://theredarchive.com/
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Shock Statistic: A man with 3 kids has statistically ~25% odds
of being a cuckold
33 upvotes | January 25, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

tl;dr: A man with 3 kids has statisically 1 in 4 odds of being a cuckold
(this is adapted and improved from some other posts)
The best source we have is an NHS Chief who went on the record to say:
“If you look at people who have had genetic tests within families for reasons other than trying to
work out paternity, for one in 10 people your dad isn’t who you think it is.” -
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/05/31/oneperson-10-mistaken-identity-father-reveals-nhs-chi
ef/
This was from a source of 220,000 tests carried out by the NHS in England and Scotland each year
that were cancer screenings and other things not about paternity testing. Thats the biggest unbiased
dataset in existence for this, and the number is 10%, not 1% like I keep reading. And its 10% per
child, not 10% per family.
Its not about secret adoptions where both parents know and the child doesn't. The UK has 66 Million
people. So 6.6 million people have a different father to what is believed. There are only 5000
adoptions a year in the UK. "In 2014, the Department of Education revealed that the numbers of
adoptions in the UK had increased by 63 per cent in the previous three years, from 3,100 in 2011 to
5,050 in 2014."
Its not about sperm donation where its kept secret from the child. In the UK "Every year, around
2,000 children are conceived with the help of a donor."
" There were 697,852 live births in England and Wales in 2015". So of 700k babies about 7k are
related to adoption and sperm donation. Assuming all adoptions and sperm donations are kept secret
from the child then that accounts for 1% and 9% is still unaccounted for. Now there are men who
date single mothers with very young children and act like a father to those children. However those
men most typically adopt the child and are included in the adoption statistic already accounted for.
The NHS Chief says its about the child having a different father to what is believed, and the data he
has will not be listing the non-bio father unless he has legally adopted the child. Its about who is on
the birth certificate.
With 10% per child, if a man has 3 kids then his odds of one of them not being his own are roughly
1-(0.9)^3 = 27.1%
27.1% assumes that each next child has equal odds of being from another man. You might argue that
the odds decrease with each subsequent child, as a woman who has cheated or pulled it off once is
more likely to be the type of woman to do it again. Well we dont have data on this and never will.
And anecdotally when I see evidence and stories of proven cuckoldry on subs like 23andme its
almost always one child from another father and the rest aren't. That is not solid evidence and it has
some sample bias, but it is the best sample I can uncover to estimate P(cuckolded multiple times |
cuckolded once). You could also argue its more likely with later children as affairs can happen later
in the marriage when the honeymoon period wore off and she has seen her partner at is weakness as
life throws some curveballs once in a while. In my own life when I've seen one child looks totally

https://theredarchive.com/r/TheRedPill/shock-statistic-a-man-with-3-kids-has.315349
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/etucom/shock_statistic_a_man_with_3_kids_has/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/05/31/oneperson-10-mistaken-identity-father-reveals-nhs-chief/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/05/31/oneperson-10-mistaken-identity-father-reveals-nhs-chief/
https://theredarchive.com/
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different to the others and the father they are usually the youngest, though this is weak observational
data. In my family one child of an aunt is from a different father and he is the youngest. You might
argue the woman has less to lose by doing it with the last kid, since the man might having much
higher risk of leaving if it was the first, but have higher chance of staying if its the last. (Thats what
happened with my aunt).
When I talk about this I always get emotional reactional replies, no matter where I say it. Last time I
brought it up the top response on this sub was calling me an incel. Before responding consider
rereading the shaming tactics from the sidebar
https://exposingfeminism.wordpress.com/shaming-tactics/ . If your issue is that we shouldn't be
talking about it then please actually say why as usually its just downvoted hard. On other subs the top
replies are people going through my post history and saying all evidence must be disregarded as its
biased, no matter how good the source is.
Some say 'it doesnt matter because if you are worrying about it then you arent alpha in the first place'.
Well firstly alpha is not binary. Heartiste always said when first metting a girl the best success is
being alpha-alpha-beta, then later in a long term relationship alpha-beta-beta. If you are pure alpha
you are not meeting all your womans needs regarding security and commitment. Also you might slip
up and by beta for a couple months from some kind of life/work stress. If you are alpha-beta-beta and
had a rough month at work, and your wife goes on a work trip with her pure alpha boss, who has
power over her and mystery and intrigue and shes never seen him sick with flu or depressed or
whatever might have happened with you, and they have work drinks ... she might make a one time
mistake and not mention it to avoid ending the relationship. One survey says 20% of people have had
a workplace affair
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kimelsesser/2019/02/14/these-6-surprising-office-romance-stats-should
-be-a-wake-up-call-to-organizations/#116897823a24
For some reason this is a real sacred cow that nobody wants to talk about. But its in all our interests
that we do. Even if the most red pill thing is to take advantage of the situation by cuckolding other
men, or at least to defend ourselves from the risk. Ultimately I want to see the stigma around men
getting paternity tests to be destroyed.
If you think this is important information for the world to know then I would encourage you to share
it.

https://exposingfeminism.wordpress.com/shaming-tactics/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kimelsesser/2019/02/14/these-6-surprising-office-romance-stats-should-be-a-wake-up-call-to-organizations/#116897823a24
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kimelsesser/2019/02/14/these-6-surprising-office-romance-stats-should-be-a-wake-up-call-to-organizations/#116897823a24
https://theredarchive.com/
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Data analysis: A man with 3 kids has statisically 1 in 4 odds of
being a cuckold
29 upvotes | January 25, 2020 | /r/MensRights | Link | Reddit Link

The best source we have is an NHS Chief who went on the record to say:
“If you look at people who have had genetic tests within families for reasons other than trying to
work out paternity, for one in 10 people your dad isn’t who you think it is.” -
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/05/31/oneperson-10-mistaken-identity-father-reveals-nhs-chi
ef/
This was from a source of 220,000 tests carried out by the NHS in England and Scotland each year
that were cancer screenings and other things not about paternity testing. Thats the biggest unbiased
dataset in existence for this, and the number is 10%, not 1% like I keep reading. And its 10% per
child, not 10% per family.
Its not about secret adoptions where both parents know and the child doesn't. The UK has 66 Million
people. So 6.6 million people have a different father to what is believed. There are only 5000
adoptions a year in the UK. "In 2014, the Department of Education revealed that the numbers of
adoptions in the UK had increased by 63 per cent in the previous three years, from 3,100 in 2011 to
5,050 in 2014."
Its not about sperm donation where its kept secret from the child. In the UK "Every year, around
2,000 children are conceived with the help of a donor."
" There were 697,852 live births in England and Wales in 2015". So of 700k babies about 7k are
related to adoption and sperm donation. Assuming all adoptions and sperm donations are kept secret
from the child then that accounts for 1% and 9% is still unaccounted for. Now there are men who
date single mothers with very young children and act like a father to those children. However those
men most typically adopt the child and are included in the adoption statistic already accounted for.
The NHS Chief says its about the child having a different father to what is believed, and the data he
has will not be listing the non-bio father unless he has legally adopted the child. Its about who is on
the birth certificate.
With 10% per child, if a man has 3 kids then his odds of one of them not being his own are roughly
1-(0.9)3 = 27.1%
27.1% assumes that each next child has equal odds of being from another man. The is only a first
order approximation and its hard to model. You might argue that the odds decrease with each
subsequent child, as a woman who has cheated or pulled it off once is more likely to be the type of
woman to do it again. Well we dont have data on this and never will. And anecdotally when I see
evidence and stories of proven cuckoldry on subs like 23andme its almost always one child from
another father and the rest aren't. That is not solid evidence and it has some sample bias, but it is the
best sample I can uncover to estimate P(cuckolded multiple times | cuckolded once). You could also
argue its more likely with later children as affairs can happen later in the marriage when the
honeymoon period wore off and she has seen her partner at is weakness as life throws some
curveballs once in a while. In my own life when I've seen one child looks totally different to the
others and the father they are usually the youngest, though this is weak observational data. In my
family one child of an aunt is from a different father and he is the youngest. You might argue the

https://theredarchive.com/r/MensRights/data-analysis-a-man-with-3-kids-has-statisically-1.1201093
https://old.reddit.com/r/MensRights/comments/etuimo/data_analysis_a_man_with_3_kids_has_statisically/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/05/31/oneperson-10-mistaken-identity-father-reveals-nhs-chief/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/05/31/oneperson-10-mistaken-identity-father-reveals-nhs-chief/
https://theredarchive.com/
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woman has less to lose by doing it with the last kid, since the man might having much higher risk of
leaving if it was the first, but have higher chance of staying if its the last. (Thats what happened with
my aunt).
When I talk about this I always get emotional reactional replies, no matter where I say it. Last time I
brought it up the top response on a mens rights subreddit was calling me an incel. Before responding
consider rereading the shaming tactics from the sidebar
https://exposingfeminism.wordpress.com/shaming-tactics/ and see that they are just ad hominin
fallacy. If your issue is that we shouldn't be talking about it then please actually say why as usually its
just downvoted hard. On other subs the top replies are people going through my post history and
saying all evidence must be disregarded as its biased, no matter how good the source is.
All it takes is you had a rough month at work, and your wife goes on a work trip, has work drinks ...
she might make a one time mistake and not mention it to avoid ending the relationship. She gets
pregnant and its probably yours but she is unsure so why risk the relationship. Then the baby is born
and she must do whats best for the child. One survey says 20% of people have had a workplace affair
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kimelsesser/2019/02/14/these-6-surprising-office-romance-stats-should
-be-a-wake-up-call-to-organizations/#116897823a24
For some reason this is a real sacred cow that nobody wants to talk about. But its in all our interests
that we do. Ultimately I want to see the stigma around men getting paternity tests to be destroyed. We
cannot expect mandatory paternity testing when all the governments are moving the opposite
direction and actually making them more illegal, up to a year imprisonment. Also they are talking
about closing the 23andme loophole https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5477360/
When the state bans objective truth because its too dangerous to an ideology it leads to horrific
consequences. In the USSR they found the field of genetics condemnable, it was important to believe
that environment alone determined outcome. Their lead agricultural scientist denied the existence of
genes. As such they began to “educate” Soviet crops to sprout at different times of year by soaking
them in freezing water, among other practices, which they reported as working. This was official
policy of the state and you could not question the state or be found for treason. Tens of millions of
people starved to death as a direct consequence. The France policy of 1 year imprisonment for
conducting a paternity test will not lead to genocide. But defining paternity as a social construct and
banning the genetic science with threat of a year imprisonment rings as coming from a similar place.
If you think this is important information for the world to know then I would encourage you to share
it. The more people know the less of a stigma paternity testing will be. Thank you

https://exposingfeminism.wordpress.com/shaming-tactics/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kimelsesser/2019/02/14/these-6-surprising-office-romance-stats-should-be-a-wake-up-call-to-organizations/#116897823a24
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kimelsesser/2019/02/14/these-6-surprising-office-romance-stats-should-be-a-wake-up-call-to-organizations/#116897823a24
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5477360/
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73% of COVID-19 deaths are men in Ireland. Can you imagine
what headlines would be if it was 27%?
40 upvotes | April 1, 2020 | /r/MensRights | Link | Reddit Link

http://globalhealth5050.org/covid19/

https://theredarchive.com/r/MensRights/73-of-covid-19-deaths-are-men-in-ireland-can-you.855775
https://old.reddit.com/r/MensRights/comments/ft5tf9/73_of_covid19_deaths_are_men_in_ireland_can_you/
http://globalhealth5050.org/covid19/
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Schrodinger relationship status
1 upvotes | April 3, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

tl;dr: sometimes women (and men) will attempt to get into a position where you are simultaneously
dating and not dating them; as it gives them advantages.

This video got recommended to me on youtube. Normally wouldn't watch but clicked through. The
guy shows his text messages with his girlfriend who slept with another man. Before she did she said
they were on some kind of break. I advise you don't watch the whole video as I didn't; just skip to bits
where you can read the texts. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbL2gTjAM50
The girlfriend got into a position where she was both simultaneously in and not in a relationship. Like
Schrodinger's cat she is in both states until an observer forces the wave equation to collapse.
Unlike the cat, a person doing this will resist the observer who attempts to force the state to collapse.
They will say 'we've been through this, I'm not explaining again' while keeping it vague. They will
close off communication by saying 'stop texting me', then later if the branch swing fails they will
return and say they never left you, they just needed time alone. They will say its none of your
business that they spent the night staying around their male friend's place, because they were on a
break, but you can bet they will be furious if you did it. They will lie about sleeping with another guy,
showing it matters, yet when caught say it didn't matter as you broke up.
The best protocol is never to go 'on a break'. Just break up, or stay together and fix the problems.
But sometimes you can play all your cards right and this still can be done to you. In university I slept
with a girl twice over a 10 day period. Call her Alice. She said we couldn't date as she was best
friends with my ex. I said fine by me. I bumped into her 5 days later at an event I was DJing at. She
was ignoring me all that night, and went back to my college dorm area to sleep with another guy that
night. I was a little put off as I liked her, but no harm done. A week later I slept with another girl and
word went around the grapevine. Slowly over the course of 5 months people started to ostracise me
more and more. I didn't know why and nobody would acknowledge it when I talked to them
individually, but in groups of people they would pretend I no longer existed. It actually was pretty
horrible to go through. Eventually I discovered why, but only after graduating. Alice was friends with
these people and convinced them all I had cheated on her. We had only slept with each other a couple
times, and she slept with somebody else before I did, but because I never collapsed the wave equation
and she didn't know that I knew she slept with someone else: she was able to convince herself I
cheated on her. By the time I realised what had happened it was far too late to fix the reputational
damage, most people just believe group social consensus and don't care about true truth.
So depending on your machiavellianism - and there are long-term greedy reasons to not be short-term
machiavellian or dark triad - you can either create or abuse or defend yourself from these situations.
I have seen guys on relationship subreddits say that their girlfriend of 9 months who they were
spending 3 nights a week with just slept with another man. And redditors have told them "you never
had the 'are we exclusive' talk, so she didn't cheat on you, you were only sleeping together". I
somehow doubt the same would be said if a male fucked someone after giving a woman 9 months of
loyal commitment. Its a ridiculous technicality loophole. The only winning move is to get explicit
about boundaries and collapse some wave equations.
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The ADL is threatening to use their power to smear Iceland
with 'Nazism', to devastate their tourism industry, for trying to
outlaw genital mutilation of male babies
130 upvotes | May 1, 2020 | /r/MensRights | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/MensRights/the-adl-is-threatening-to-use-their-power-to-smear.1198662
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You soon will be 'cancelled' for dating a younger woman
330 upvotes | June 15, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

tl;dr: social media mobs are amplifying in power and hatred. People getting cancelled left and right.
Women hate men dating younger women. The law is now irrelevant, it doesn't matter if you never
slept with someone under the age of 18.
See this tweet. 64k likes. A 7 year age gap, they are now 22 and 29. Read the replies.
https://twitter.com/mustachetoilet/status/1272176595235569667
I am seeing people get cancelled for opposing wokism at an incredible level now. People fired for
saying all lives matter, people fired for liking tweets by the Hodge Twins, people getting taken into
HR meetings not because they said anything wrong but because their social media didnt say BLM
and silence is violence. This guy just got fired for videoing what he thought was a crime but wasn't:
https://nypost.com/2020/06/15/husband-of-lisa-alexander-fired-from-wealth-management-firm/#:~:te
xt=The%20husband%20of%20a%20California,encounter%2C%20according%20to%20a%20report.
Women really, really, really do not like men who date younger women. They will be vengeful and
angry and take whatever disciplinary action they can. Increasingly it has become far more effective to
take things outside of the law, because Twitter mobs are incredibly effective. "Grooming" will be
redefined like nearly all our language and words have been lately.
A mob will be able to email a company over and over asking why the company supports their
employees grooming. The company will be forced to respond either by explaining that it isn't
grooming (unleashing incredible vitriol onto the company as a grooming-defender and hurting their
bottom line), or to fire the male. And much of the decision will be made by HR, which is
overwhelmingly female and frequently the most feminist part of the organisation.
I recommend all men now never talk about age gaps on social media. Maybe don't even talk about the
age of your girlfriend at all - not with even with your friends.
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Wife demands Open Marriage or else divorce. Husband accepts
for the kids. Wife starts sleeping with a guy lined up
immediately. Husband finds someone to sleep with. Wife
becomes furious, demands Closed Marriage.
698 upvotes | June 29, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

tl;dr: title
https://archive.fo/lqal2
This doesn't need much analysis. We've seen this in many times before.
Interesting points:

Husband was dealt a tough pair of cards. A certain divorce, which he didn't want (they had
kids). You could argue it was beta to accept the demand. I think it was alpha to do what he felt
was best for his kids and start sleeping with another woman.
Wife described her husbands 'affair' as 'cheating' even though opening up the marriage was her
demand.
Wife had someone in mind when she made this demand for an open relationship. They always
do. They do not bring up this subject (which has risk) if they are not pretty much ready to go
with a guy in 24 hours. Branch swinging requires another branch.
Wife's affair partner really was an affair, her partner had a wife who didn't know. But husband
did it by the book with a single woman. Stand up guy.
Wife then threatens divorce if husband doesn't close the relationship. When someone has used
the nuclear bargaining chip of divroce once, expect them to use it again. The cat is out of the
bag.
Husband offered a fair legal arrangement that if he closes the relationship then there are
consequences if the wife or husband commits infidelity again. Wife goes beserk. Refuses to
sign it. I believe that this shows the lesson the wife learned was that she should have cheated in
secret, not asked for an open marraige. She wanted to sleep with other men, and didn't want her
husband to sleep with other women. And the easiest way to achieve that was to close the
relationship and just cheat.
The wife said the husband had to end his relationship with Amber because the wife knew her.
Well it turns out that the wife knows her because she used a tracking device, then drove to
Amber and introduced herself. Lmao.

edit: looking at the replies and they are pathetic.
2k upvotes:

TL;DR (even with update). OP sucks for trying to one-up his wife in every situation rather
than work as a team, also misses the point of the rules they had; wife sucks extra for
obvious reasons. They both suck and theyd rather fight this than be good parents to their
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kids.
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Cab driver in Israel asks woman to stop smoking. She refuses
and when he tries to kick her out she calls the police to say that
she was raped. Police who responded immediately believed her
but lucky for him he had the entire interaction on camera
662 upvotes | July 7, 2020 | /r/PussyPassDenied | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/7inzek9bka951
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What's yours is ours and whats mine is mine.
85 upvotes | August 20, 2020 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/MGTOW/whats-yours-is-ours-and-whats-mine-is-mine.168267
https://old.reddit.com/r/MGTOW/comments/idfcgd/whats_yours_is_ours_and_whats_mine_is_mine/
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MGTOW/WGTOW is now the MAJORITY strategy/view of
single adults
79 upvotes | August 20, 2020 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/MGTOW/mgtowwgtow-is-now-the-majority-strategyview-of.167523
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S I M P I C I D E
335 upvotes | August 28, 2020 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/MGTOW/s-i-m-p-i-c-i-d-e.170327
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Rage fuel
144 upvotes | September 1, 2020 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/MGTOW/rage-fuel.173060
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Wokeness is Reverse CBT
30 upvotes | September 6, 2020 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link

Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) teaches resiliance. You analyse all your thoughts/actions and
think about which ones are harming you and which are helping you.
Wokeness is the opposite. It teaches you to analyse all actions and thoughts which help you and to
question them. Is it giving you an unfair advantage? Was that assertiveness actually a
microaggression on someone who isn't assertive?
Wokeness explicitly will teach you that you are not resiliant but actually fragile if you are male or
white. It will force you to keep repeating that you are fragile and toxic.
CBT teaches you to avoid black and white thinking. Wokeness teaches you that things really are
black and white. "two sides to every story" is on the pyramid of white supremacy.
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DghrX11V4AAvpUI.jpg
CBT says you can overcome adversity. Wokeness puts "bootstrap theory" on the pyramid of white
supremacy.
Wokeness is reverse CBT.
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Don't let sons be simps
730 upvotes | September 6, 2020 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/MGTOW/dont-let-sons-be-simps.212671
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"Please dont EVER blame yourself, OP"
103 upvotes | September 7, 2020 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/MGTOW/please-dont-ever-blame-yourself-op.257666
https://old.reddit.com/r/MGTOW/comments/inyd1y/please_dont_ever_blame_yourself_op/
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Oldest trick in the book
150 upvotes | September 14, 2020 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/MGTOW/oldest-trick-in-the-book.213753
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You can take every precaution and still be fooled
208 upvotes | September 14, 2020 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/MGTOW/you-can-take-every-precaution-and-still-be-fooled.213713
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Did you guys know about this scam?
262 upvotes | September 16, 2020 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link
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Rest in Peace Jake
1243 upvotes | September 21, 2020 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/MGTOW/rest-in-peace-jake.285109
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Senator celebrates a man committing suicide. He killed himself
because the whole system turned on him after he shot a rioter
who had him in a headlock outside his property.
189 upvotes | September 22, 2020 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/MGTOW/senator-celebrates-a-man-committing-suicide-he.277205
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Look at both images...
45 upvotes | September 22, 2020 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link

https://twitter.com/lporiginalg/status/1308497202864504833/photo/1
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3 men suspended without pay after their hidden "man cave"
break room was discovered in Grand Central station
81 upvotes | September 24, 2020 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link

https://nypost.com/2020/09/24/mta-workers-had-hidden-man-cave-below-grand-central-tracks/
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5 people got huge promotions using one weird trick
135 upvotes | March 29, 2021 | /r/MGTOW | Link | Reddit Link
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Things FemaleDatingStrategy gets right:
22 upvotes | March 31, 2021 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

They are a toxic sub, they objectify men far more than TRP objectifies women (its common to call
men "scrotes"), and many of the women on their are losers IRL. But you learn from extreme
opinions, they get some stuff right and its useful to "steelman" (the opposite of "strawman")
arguments.

Men can hit the wall too; and its called male pattern baldness.

Balding can trash your appearance. It can add 10-20 years to your appearance.
The best sub on this is tressless. The best youtuber on this is More Plates More Dates.
The moment you notice hair loss you've already lost 50% of your hair. Finasteride is wonderful for
perhaps most men. It doesn't reverse hairloss (nothing does really) but it stops progression massively.
For some people the side effects are too bad and they need to stop. I had brainog from it which was
rare and too extreme so I had to quit.
Post Finasteride Syndrome is rare and very bad, but most PFS cases can be cured by TRT if worst
comes to worst. Some men need TRT to offset the sides of finateride.
Minodixil can cause new hair growth, but you MUST never stop taking it and the moment you do all
the new hair falls out. It has some cardio risks and can cause forehead wrinkles so I never took it.
Toppik and hair fibres are miraculous. These are all I use now. Undetectable or covering balding at
the crown. Use hairspray to waterproof it. Its pretty cheap if you buy a non brand name with a good
rating. It takes 10 seconds to apply and some people will judge you negatively for it if they find out.
But those are the same kinds of people who call gym goers insecure.
Hair transplants are not the ultimate cure for most people as you simply dont have enough hair
follicles to move around. You also need multiple transplants to do it right.
Some men swear by hair systems and they aren't a bad option if you can get over it and own it. The
real cost is the 1-2 hours of your time every 10 days. Search tressless to read whats it like living with
one. You are now fraud mode so may as well go on steroids too heh.
You can "just shave it bro" but only 10% of men look very good bald, most men look worse. A bald
head is a dealbreaker to many women and lowers your success rates. Some internet tough guys say
"who cares bro" but this is cope, you are lowering your odds with women. If your odds were already
great then you still can have good odds. And thats still fine its not the end of the world, but you need
to accept you are lowering your odds.

Owning your own property

Women care about signals like owning your own property. Property is a much worse investment than
e.g. bitcoin over the last year. But they disproportionately care about outward signals like this. They
also care about whether you are a "manager" and managing employees a weird amount. Like you
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might earn more as an IC software engineer who isn't managing, but they like someone earning less
money but who manages people. Despite it meaning you have more stress and less time perhaps.

Paying for dates

I defer to Toddv Dating on this. Its best just to pay for dates. I used to think it was more alpha to
demand splitting the bill and beta to pay. But you get more success from just paying. Particularly if
you are not in your early 20s any more. Just have a budget for it. I have had positive results from
forgetting my wallet (genuinely, not as a power move) occasionally, but with women I'd already been
on multiple dates with.
FDS demands many expensive meals over months while holding out on physical intimacy. Expensive
meals while early stages of dating are often a bad idea though. Leading to the next point...

Men want to earn it

I really enjoy the song and dance of seduction when first dating someone. I prefer to date someone
who has standards and doesn't have sex with me within 30 minutes. I have had sex with women
within 5 minutes of meeting them and honestly a relationship would never be possible after that.
They know this too of course. I've even noticed worse results after sex on a first date because the
woman expected it to be a one time thing rather than a dating prospect. They were surprised I wanted
to date again. Some PUA blogs I noticed back in the day would observe this. This is also why
multiple venues/dates on the first meetup is superior, you both rationalise it as multiple dates.
Maximising odds of reconnecting and reducing feeling of giving it up too soon.
Some of the most attractive women I have dated gave me nuclear rejections at first. Demonstrating
high standards is a DHV for women.
What FDS does wrong though is telling women to hold off on sex for 3-6 months and demanding
men pay for dates that whole time. That is really shooting themselves in the foot in your late 20s. The
only time something like that was understandable was dating a virgin in my late teens. If I am dating
someone who has had some experience and multiple boyfriends and probably one night stands... there
is no way I am going to allow that precedent. If I married her and we ended up having sex every 3
months I would have zero right to expect more, and sex is a human need. A woman withholding
physical intimacy to this extreme is analagous to a man withholding emotional intimacy to an
extreme - its toxic and men and women should not deny physical and emotional intimacy to each
other if the relationship is to be a healthy one.

What about you? What do you think FDS get right?
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